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THE GRAMMAR TREE
COLLECTIVE NOUNS
Fill in the blanks with the common nouns given below.
Grapes
Sheep
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ships
tools

A bunch of _______________
A flock of ________________
A herd of _________________
A suit of __________________
A gang of _________________

cows
cards

thieves
stairs

fish
clothes

6. A set of __________________
7. A flight of ________________
8. A pack of ________________
9. A school of ________________
10. A fleet of __________________

Match the collective nouns to the phrase that should follow it.
Pack

of bananas

Army

of people

Litter

of cards

Herd

of ships

Bunch

of ants

Pack

of cattle

String

of wolves

Bouquet

of kittens

Fleet

of pearls

Crowd

of flowers
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Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns.
rope

pack

chest

crew

band

coven

herd

litter

troupe

nest

library

troop

1. Kamran chose the smallest puppy of the _______________ as his pet.
2. All the furniture the room had was a bed and a ________________ of drawers.
3. Somebody had stolen the valuable _______________ of pearls.
4. The _______________ of the sinking ship managed to save all the passengers.
5. The ________________ of witches met at midnight in the woods.
6. The ____________________ of actors was rehearsing a new play.
7. When they cut down the tree, they found a _________________ of snakes in it.
8. The magician showed us many tricks with a _________________ of cards.
9. We saw a ____________________ of elephants crossing the river.
10. The ______________________ of robbers was hiding in the forest.
11. The ____________________ of soldiers crossed the bridge at night.
12. Our school _________________________ has many interesting books.

NOUNS: NUMBERS
Write the plurals of each by adding s or es.
1.

Street

2.

couch

3.

Bridge

4.

bread

5.

Patch

6.

tax

7.

Class

8.

glass
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9.

Car

10. bus

11. Fox

12. lamp

13. House

14. sock

15. Flash

16. purse

17. Table

18. address

19. Inch

20. church

Match the nouns with their plural nouns.
1.

Mouse

Teeth

2.

foot

deer

3.

Wolf

Women

4.

goose

thieves

5.

Child

Mice

6.

ox

trays

7.

Knife

Wolves

8.

thief

geese

9.

Tooth

Men

10. tray

oxen

11. Woman

Children

12. leaf

feet

13. Man

Knives

14. deer

leaves

PRONOUNS
Circle the pronouns in the given sentences.
1. The girl was crying for she cannot find her toy.
2. The postman brings us our mail.
3. You must sweep the floor because it is dirty.
4. We are not going to watch a match. Rashid is playing in it.
5. Rana took the dog to a vet. It was limping badly.
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6. He is not well.
7. I told them that they must not make such a noise.
8. The gate was not open, but the guard opened it for us.
9. You must obey the rules of the road.
10. The guests said that it was a beautiful party.

Rewrite the following sentences replacing the nouns with
pronouns.
1. Rida told her mother that Rida had a new friend, Narmeen.
Rida told her mother that _________ had a new friend, Narmeen.
2. Aesop wrote many stories. The stories became very popular.
Aesop wrote many stories. ______________became very popular.
3. You have seen tigers and lions. Lions and tigers belong to the family of cats.
You have seen tigers and lions. _______________belong to the family of cats.
4.Mt. Everest is the highest mountain in the world. Mt . Everest is in Nepal.
Mt. Everest is the highest mountain in the world._____________ is in Nepal.
5.Do not eat the mango. That mango is not ripe.
Do not eat the mango. ______________is not ripe.
6.Rayan loves painting. Rayan is learning to paint.
Rayan loves painting. ____________is learning to paint.
7.The king spoke to his people. The king told the people to be brave.
The king spoke to the people. ______________told the people to be brave.
8.The room was empty. The room had no furniture.
The room was empty. ____________had no furniture.
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9.The lake is full of fish, but nobody is allowed to catch the fish.
The lake is full of fish, but nobody is allowed to catch the ___________.
10.Zara promised that Zara would get up early every morning.
Zara promised that __________would get up early every morning.
11.The moon is a satellite. The moon goes around the earth.
The moon is a satellite. __________ goes around the earth.
12.Robin Hood was an outlaw, but Robin helped the poor.
Robin Hood was an outlaw, but ____________helped the poor.
13.The Nile is the longest river in the world. The Nile is in Africa.
The Nile is the longest river in the world. ___________is in Africa.
14.Romulus and Remus were brothers. Romulus and Remus had been brought up
by a wolf.
Romulus and Remus were brothers. ______________ had been brought up by a wolf.
15.The Greeks sailed to Troy. The Greeks fought with the Trojans for ten years.
The Greeks sailed to Troy. _______________fought with the Trojans for ten years.

DO YOU KNOW THEIR
NAMES?
Each of the following has a name. Write their names in the
blanks provided.
1.

A person who plays the piano.

2.

A person who paints pictures.

3.

A person who sells fish.
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4.

A person who looks after the garden.

5.

A person who looks after a building.

6.

A person who takes photographs.

7.

A person who files an aircraft.

8.

A person who plays football.

9.

A person who looks after a flock of sheep.

10. A person who drives a car.
11. A person who climbs mountains.
12. A person who is in charge of a library.

DO YOU KNOW THEIR
NAMES?
1.

A place where monks live.

2.

A place where horses are kept.

3.

A place where money is printed or coined.

4.

The home of a lion.

5.

The home of a bird.

6.

The home of bees.

7.

A place where clothes are washed and ironed.

8.

A place where bread is made.

9.

A place where soldiers live.

10. The home of a rabbit.
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11. A place of athletic exercises.
12. A place where people go to watch plays.

Seasons
Say right or wrong for the given phrases and sentences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Summer is hot. __________
In Autumn people bask in the sun._________
Flowers bloom in winter.___________
Leaves fall in Spring.____________
Winter has sunny days.__________

Use these words in sentences.
words
people
clouds
rain
flower
pool

sentences

Answer the following questions?
1. In which season do flowers bloom?
__________________________________________________________________.
2. Which season is cold?
__________________________________________________________________.
3. Do the leaves fall in autumn?
__________________________________________________________________.
4. What is the other name of rainy season?
__________________________________________________________________.
5. Which season is the hottest?
__________________________________________________________________.
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Write two rhyming words for each?
play
cool
rain

gay
pool
again

Choose the correct definite and indefinite article: (a, an , the)
1. I bought ________pair of shoe.
2. I saw __________match last night.
3. _______________leaves fall in autumn.
4. Look at _________ man over there. He is a famous cricketer.
5. This is_________book I told you about.
6. ___________price of gas keeps rising.
7. Jalil is __________Pakistani.
8. I read ______amazing story Yesterday.
9. I live in _________ apartment. _________apartment is new.
10.I like ___________piece of cake.
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Friendship
Put a tick for correct sentence and cross for incorrect ones:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fareed and Subhan were enemies._____________
They heard a lion’s roar.____________
Fareed climbed a tree.______________
Lion sniffed Subhan’s face.____________
Fareed acted like he was dead.___________

Answer the following questions:
1. Who were Subhan and Fareed?
________________________________________________________________.
2. Who climbed up the tree?
________________________________________________________________.
3. What did Fareed do?
_________________________________________________________________.
4. What did lion whisper in Fareed’s ear?
_________________________________________________________________.
5. Who held his breath?
_________________________________________________________________.

Use these words in your sentences:
words

sentences

sniffed
replied
suddenly
interested
pretending
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Rewrite the sentences by using nouns instead of pronouns:

1. Giraffe is an animal.
2. Hashir is a driver.

3. My brother and I are players.

4. The dog wears a long chain.

5. The children are happy.

Complete the sentences with suitable pronouns.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Naila is a teacher. ___________is a hardworking teacher.
Our city is a developed city._________ are happy.
I have a dog. _________is faithful.
Nasir has a jet plane. _______is very rich.

Encircle the correct words:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Which , Where book is new, the red one or the blue one?
How many , How much water is in the bottle?
Why , What didn’t you do your homework?
When, How old are you?
When, Where are you from , Laila?
Whose, Who computer is this?
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Write the opposite genders:
horse

tigress

prince

king

actress

niece

hostess

aunt

Safety on the road
Read the following statements and mark the right answers
from the given choices:
1. What is the name of white lines drawn on the road for crossing?
Zebra crossing
signal
Line crossing
Double crossing
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2. How many lights are there in a traffic signal?
two
three
five
four
3. ___________________should not play on an empty road.
elders
children
cows
horses
4. The ________________light asks vehicles to stop.
green
yellow
red
blue
5. Traffic rules are for the safety of our____________________________.
lives
toys
home
computer

Answer the following questions:
1. What did you learn from this lesson?
____________________________________________________________________.
1. What does the green light in the traffic signal mean?
____________________________________________________________________.
2. Why did Aziz want to go with his mother?
____________________________________________________________________.
3. What does the red line in the traffic signals mean?
____________________________________________________________________.
4. What does the yellow light in the traffic signal means?
___________________________________________________________________.

Make sentences of the following words:
words
harvest
ripen
frighten
barn
sickle

sentences
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Change the following sentences into negative: (cannot)
1. I can touch it.____________________________________________________.
2. You can ride a bicycle._____________________________________________.
3. We can beat him.__________________________________________________.
4. He can catch the ball.______________________________________________.
5. She can wash the clothes.___________________________________________.
6. The dog can chew the bone._________________________________________.
7. He can burst into tears._____________________________________________.
8. She can tell a fairy tale._____________________________________________.
9. The birds can fly.__________________________________________________.
10.You can hide behind the bushes.___________________________________.

Change these sentences into negative: (may not)
1. He may cut the cake.__________________________________________.
2. I may call her.________________________________________________.
3. We may count coins._________________________________________.
4. They may play luddo.___________________________________________.
5. I may sleep now._______________________________________________.
6. She may request you to come.____________________________________.
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Chang the following simple present tense into simple past
tense: (second form) by using the word bank.

Simple present tense

Simple past tense

1.He writes neatly.

He ________neatly. (write , wrote)

2. We speak to him.
3. The boys run fast.

We ________to him. (speaks, spoke)
The boy ________fast.(ran, run)

4.Sara likes to eat pizza.

Sara _________to eat pizza. (liked, like)

5.Yousuf wins the race.

Yousuf__________the race.(won, wins)

6.She swims beautifully.

She ________beautifully.(swam, swims)

Stories
THE THIRSTY CROW
Once a crow was very thirsty. It flew here and there in search of water. It saw a jug
of water. The water in the jug was very low. Its beak could not reach it. It saw some
stones nearby. It put the stones into the jug one by one. The water rose up. It drank
the water and flew away.
Moral: Necessity is the mother of invention.

THE HUNGRY DOG
Once a dog was very hungry. It found a piece of meat. It ran away with it. It was
crossing a river. It saw another dog with a piece of meat in the river. It wanted that
meat too. It opened its mouth to bark. Its own meat fell into the river and was lost.
Moral: Greed is a curse.
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APPLICATION ( SICK LEAVE)
The Principal,
FFC Model School,
Goth Machhi.
Sir,
Respectfully it is stated that I am down
with fever. I request you to kindly grant me
leave for one day i.e. 19th 2022.
I shall be thankful to you.
Yours obediently,
Name: ____________
Class: ____________
Roll No. __________
Dated: 18May 2022
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Compositions
My Best Teacher

All teachers of my school are very good but my favourite teacher is Mam ______.
She is our class teacher. She teaches us English .She is very kind . She always
smiles. She is hard working and punctual. She teaches us very kindly. She makes
difficult things easy to learn. She always inspires us. We are lucky to have her.

My Hobby

A hobby is something which one loves to do in free time. Different people have
different hobbies. My favourite hobby is reading books. I spend my free time in
book reading .I have my own library. Books make me wise . I love books. I am
proud of my hobby.
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Dictation
Spring

people

interested

safety

accident

Winter

bask

pretending

Saturday

children

Summer

friend

sniffed

market

occur

Autumn

suddenly

whisper

crossing

avoid

bloom

forest

because

traffic

backseat

pool

quickly

selfish

colour

yellow

clouds

climbed

prince

different

elders

crushing

nearby

aunt

people

hospital
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